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Puzzle Parties
Hours Of Fun For Everyone
Test Your Puzzle Solving Skill!
Puzzle Parties

GILBERT

Puzzle Parties

Hours of Fun for Everyone.
Test Your Puzzle Solving Skill!
GILBERT PHOTO-PHADS

INTERESTING AND FASCINATING
FUN IN PHOTOGRAPHY

A PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSFERING OUTFIT
FOR REPRODUCING ON
GLASS, PAPER, CLOTH ETC.
SENSITIZING
DEVELOPING
TONING AND
MAGIC STUNTS

GILBERT PHOTO-PHADS

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.
GILBERT ERECTOR
THE TOY LIKE STRUCTURAL STEEL

Helio Boys! That's a fine model!

That's because it's Erector!

GILBERT TOYS BRING SCIENCE DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF BOYS

$1.00

No. 2A Erector

McGilbert

Ammunition and other accessories included.
GILBERT
Chemistry Outfit
FOR BOYS

Great fun learning Chemistry of everyday things
Is absolutely safe in every way
Illustrated manual gives complete instructions

GILBERT TOYS BRING SCIENCE DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF BOYS
GILBERT
MYSTO MAGIC
(EXHIBITION SET)

A Fascinating Collection of the
tricks, sleight of hand, illusions etc.
of world famous magicians—with
illustrated book of instructions.
A set for boys and grown-ups too.

Brings The Mystifying Magic Of
World-Famous Magicians Within The
Power Of Everyone
Mysto Magic

Gilbert Mysto Magic (Exhibition Set)
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MYSTO MAGIC
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GILBERT
MYSTO MAGIC
(EXHIBITION SET)

A Fascinating Collection of the
tricks, sleight of hand, illusions etc.
of world famous magicians—with
illustrated book of instructions.
A set for boys and grown-ups too.

Brings The Mystifying Magic Of
World Famous Magicians Under The
Power Of Everyone.
GILBERT ELECTRICAL SET

IT'S GREAT FUN BOYS!
Learn all about Static Electricity and Magnetism!

GILBERT ELECTRICAL SET
Gilbert Toys Bring Science Down to the Level of Boys
GILBERT ELECTRICAL SET

IT'S GREAT FUN Making Electric Motors, Gear Boxes, Magnets, Wiring, Bells and Lights...and doing many other Electrical Experiments.

Hello Boys!

GILBERT ELECTRICAL SET

Gilbert Toys Bring Science Down To The Level Of Boys.
66 Stunts
with an
Electric
Motor
LITTLE JIM
Chemistry Outfit
FOR BOYS

Great fun learning Chemistry of everyday things
Illustrated manual gives complete instructions
The set of bottles and dishes are strong and will withstand the most rigorous experiments
GILBERT METEOR GAME

A MOST FASCINATING AND INTERESTING DESIGNING OUTFIT

GILBERT NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.

HOURS OF INTERESTING AND FASCINATING FUN
Hello boys! Build hundreds of thrilling engineering marvels.

The only Construction Toy with the Square Girders and Interlocking Edges.

STURDY RIGID

Refrigerating Plant
Build with No. B11 Set

Ferris Wheel
Built with No. 175 Set

The A. C. Gilbert Company
New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.
Build Your Own Toys with ERECTOR
IT IS GREAT FUN Illuminating and Electrifying Your Erector Set, Building Electric Buzzers, Telephone Sets, Electro Magnetic Hammer, Spirit Whispering Box, Etc.

The New Erector Electrical Set

Learn How A Telephone Receiver Is Made, What The Earth Has To Say, How To Magnify The Tick Of A Watch, And Many Other Electrical Stunts.

The New Gilbert Big Boy Tool Chests

Made in U.S.A.

The A. C. Gilbert Co., New Haven, Conn.
No. 75 COMBINATION AIRCRAFT and ZEPPELIN

Builds—MONOPLANES, SEAPLANES, Biplanes, AMPHIBIANS and ZEPPELINS
GILBERT Chemistry Outfit
FOR BOYS

Great fun learning Chemistry of everyday things
Dandy Beginners Set
Illustrated manual gives complete instructions

GILBERT TOYS BRING SCIENCE DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF BOYS

GILBERT
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
Mysto Magic (Exhibition Set)

A fascinating Collection of tricks, sleight of hand, illusions etc. of world famous magicians with illustrated book of instructions. A set for boys and grown-ups too.

Brings the Mystifying Magic of World Famous Magicians Within the Power of Everyone
GILBERT DESIGNER AND TOY MAKER

HOURS OF FUN MAKING YOUR OWN TOYS

YOU DRAW YOUR TOYS
YOU SAW YOUR TOYS
YOU MAKE YOUR TOYS
CLEAN - Odorless - Very Pliable
The Ideal Modeling Wax -
MARY LU
MODELING WAX

THE IDEAL MODELING WAX –

MADE IN U.S.A.
J. C. PENNEY CO., INC.
CLEAN – ODORLESS – VERY Pliable

La Velle Pla-Wax

THE IDEAL MODELING WAX

NON-INJURIOUS
HARMLESS
FASCINATING
BRILLIANT COLORS
EDUCATIONAL
QUICKLY HARDENS
BLEND5 EASILY

SPECIAL
FLOWER SET

MADE IN U.S.A.
Copyright 1928
LA VELLE MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn.
Lavelle Kolorit
Paints and Crayons

Joy and Fun for Little Folks

This outfit for folks between ages of 6 and 14 years.

In this magic box for you
Are a set of colors true,
Paint your picture, hang it high
Like a rainbow in the sky,

Made in U.S.A.
Copyright 1923 Lavelle Mfg Co., New Haven, Conn.
Joy and Fun for Little Folks

La Velle PLA-KLAY
Clay Modeling

LITTLE sculptors, work with clay.
See how past the happy hours.
Nimbly fingers make each day
Birds and blossoms, fruits
and flowers.

This outfit for folks between
the ages of 6 and 14 years

La Velle PLA-KLAY No 00

Made in U.S.A.
Copyright 1900
La Velle Mfg Co
New Haven, Conn.
Joy and Fun for Little Folks

La Velle PLA-KLAY
Clay Modeling

Little sculptors, work with clay,
See how pass the happy hours.
Noble fingers make each day
Birds and beauties, fruits
and flowers.

This outfit for folks between
the ages of 6 and 14 years

LOVELLY PLA-KLAY No. 0

La Velle PLA-KLAY
No. 0

Joy and Fun for Little Folks
Joy and Fun for Little Folks

La Velle PLA-KLAY

Clay and Cookie Cut-out

Joy and Fun for Little Folks
Joy and Fun for Little Folks

LaVelle PLA-KLAY

Clay Modeling

Little sculptors, work with clay. See how pass the happy hours. Nibbler fingers make each day Birds and beasts, fruits and flowers. This outfit for folks between the ages of 6 and 14 years

MADE IN U.S.A.
LAVELLE NO. 2
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
LaVelle KOLORIT
PAINTS, PASTEL CRAYONS
AND PICTURES

This outfit for folks between the ages of 6 and 16 years.

A truly grown up artist's set
With pastel Crayons hard to get.
Real oil paints, and palette too—Quite complete, just right for you!

LaVelle

Joy and Fun for Everyone

MADE IN U.S.A.
Copyright 1923 LaVelle Mfg. Co. New Haven, Conn.
LaVelle
NURSE'S OUTFIT
FOR GIRLS

Joy and Fun for Little Ladies

LaVelle
Nurse's Outfit
No. 140

Joy and Fun for Little Ladies
COMPO-ART
AN ART CONSTRUCTION GAME
you build the picture - not draw it!

Endorsed by Art Instructors
C. E. LAWRENCE

COMPO-ART is an invention which enables a child to create innumerable original compositions for coloring with crayons or water colors.

COMPO-ART meets a need, always sought by educators, for a means to stimulate imagination and to satisfy the natural desire to express one's self through pictures.

The pattern sheets consist of objects which have been practically tested for correct perspective in relation to the other objects. Grouping these in a fascinating game which unconsciously teaches the fundamental principles of art composition.

The advantage this method makes over those which consist of mere copying or coloring of printed pictures is obvious to every parent and teacher. There is added to the pleasure of cutting and tracing, surprise and satisfaction over having produced an original composition.

COMPO-ART opens the avenue of picture making to the child who lacks the natural ability and the training to draw. It will interest the child as well as the young, and any degree of skill may be employed. It will provide unlimited hours of quiet entertainment.

LA VELLE MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN. U.S.A.
La Velle Make-Believe

Joy and Fun for Every One

To dress up—
Is the greatest fun!
A real disguise
For everyone.
Let's give a show
Or a charade.
Oh—why not have
A guy Fandango?

La Velle

Joy and Fun for Every One

DESTROYED 9-2-43

La Velle Make-Believe
No. 20

MADE IN U.S.A.
COPYRIGHT 1933
LAVELLE MFG. CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
La Velle
Little Dressmaker

Snip snip go
scissors sharp.
Here’s the pattern, watch
the mark.
Certainly your
dolly knows
What she makes her
Sunday clothes?
La Velle

JOY AND FUN FOR LITTLE LADIES

DESTROYED
9-2-43

p. 163c
Joy and Fun for Little Ladies

Wonder Wax

Wonder Wax makes beads and buttons with all shining colors bright. Party favors, pretty presents. Necklaces for your delight.
La Velle Crystal Beads

Joy and Fun for Little Ladies

Stringing beads is lots of fun
And they're pretty, when they're done:
Now the strings on bags for mother
And you'll find she'll use no other!

La Velle

Made in U.S.A.
Copyright 1922
La Velle Mfg Co.
New Haven, Conn.
GILBERT METEOR GAME

A MOST FASCINATING AND INTERESTING DESIGNING OUTFIT

GILBERT

HOURS OF INTERESTING AND FASCINATING FUN

METEOR GAME

GILBERT METEOR GAME

GILBERT METEOR GAME
La Velle KOLORIT No. 000

In this magic box for you
Are a set of colors true,
Paint your picture, hang it high
Like a rainbow in the sky.

MADE IN U.S.A.
MECCANO BUILDING BLOCKS

MECCANO - Building Blocks - HOURS OF INTERESTING AND FASCINATING FUN